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HYDRUS (2D/3D) Professional Tutorials 
 
Tutorial 5.04: Transport Domain created by a Simple Intersection of two 
Rotary and Pipe Surfaces 
 
This tutorial introduces new geometrical objects, such as Rotary and Pipe Surfaces, and creates 
the transport domain by their intersection. The following transport domain will be created: 
 

 
 
1. Create a New Project, define Geometry Type, Units, and the Initial Workspace 

Create a new project and in the “Domain Type and Units” dialog select as Type of Geometry 
“3D – General”, “cm” as Length Units, and Initial Workspace as follows: XMin = 0, XMax = 
1000, YMin = 0, YMax =1000, ZMin = 0, and ZMax = 200 cm. Click OK. 
 

2. Select the Set XZ Work Plane command ( ) from the toolbar. 
 

3. From the View Commands menu ( ) at the toolbar select the “In Y-direction” command 

( ). This command will rotate the View window so that the space (and later 
created objects) is viewed in the direction of the y-coordinate axis. 
 

4. Push the scrollbar wheel of the mouse and move the Origin of the coordinate system to the 
middle of the bottom half of the View Window. 
 

5. Click on the Arc via 3 Points command ( ) on the Tools Sidebar and using a 
mouse insert three points defining the arc with x and z coordinates of (0, 600), (350, 450) and 
(550, 0). Press Esc Key or click the right mouse button to end the process. 
 

6. From the Tools Sidebar select the “Line – Single Abscissa” command ( ) 
and specify two points with [x,z] coordinates: [600, 250]and [-600,250] to define a line. 
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7. Switch to the “Isometric View” ( ). 
 

8. Click on the Curved Surface - Rotary command ( ) on the Tools 
Sidebar and the New Rotary Surface dialog (the General Tab; below left) appears. Click 
Next and the second tab, Rotary Surface (below right), will show.  
 

  
 
Here you need to define the Axis of Rotation. You can either manually enter coordinates of 
the two points (that define the Axis of Rotation), or you can select them graphically using a 
mouse after clicking on the Pick command. Click on the Pick Both Points command and 
select two points using the mouse. One point is the origin of the Coordinate System (0, 0, 0) 
and the other one is the first node of the arc (0, 0, 600). Since both nodes are located on the z 
axis, z axis becomes the Axis of Rotation. Then click Next, which will close the dialog. Then 
click with the mouse on the arc. By now, you have created the following objects: 

 
Press Esc Key or click the right mouse button to end the process. 
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9. Click on the Planar Surface via Boundaries command ( ) on the 
Tools Sidebar and then click on the Circle (to select it) created by the rotation of the Spline. 
This will create a Planar Surface below the Rotary Curved Surface. 
 

10. Click on the Curved Surface - Pipe command ( ) on the Tools Sidebar 
and then click on the Line (to select it). This will create a Pipe Curved Surface with a 

default radius of 100 cm ( ). Any other radius can be entered at the Tools 
Sidebar. By now, you created the following objects: 

 
 

11. Select the Isometric View ( ) command from the toolbar to adjust the view. 
 

12. Now you have two Curved Surfaces and want to find their Intersection. Using a mouse 
select all objects and click with the right mouse button on any selected object. From the pop-
up menu select Surfaces->Create Intersection. The program will calculate the Intersection 
of the selected Surfaces. Notice two ellipses (circles) at the intersection of the two Surfaces 
highlighted in red in the figure below.  

 
 

13. In the data tree at the Navigator Bar (sidebar on the left), go to Domain Geometry and 
further to Surfaces, Lines, or Points. Notice that HYDRUS subdivided the existing Rotary 
and Pipe Surfaces each into three Partial Surfaces (also called Components) and generated 
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additional Curves and Points (identified by “Gen”), all resulting from the Intersection of 
the two Surfaces. 

 

 

 
 
The objects identified as “Gen” are generated by HYDRUS during various operations, such 
as when creating a Rotary Surface or Intersections, and their coordinates can not be directly 
edited. Click on various Partial Surfaces to better understand these concepts. 
 

14. Double click the Pipe Surface (Surface 2) and in the Edit Surface dialog (below left) select 
the Components tab (below right)   
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When clicking on the definition of any of these three components, it will be highlighted in 
the View Window (in the yellow color), similarly as if you select it from the Navigator Bar. 
Close the dialog. 
 

15. In the View Window using a mouse select the two outside parts (Components) of the Pipe 
Surface (highlighted in the figure below). You need to press the Shift or Ctrl Key when 
selecting the second Component (to add to the selection). 

 
16. Click with the right mouse button (while holding down the Ctrl Key) on one selected 

Component, and from the pop-up menu select the Deactivate Partial Surface command. 
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17. From the Navigator Bar, select three surfaces (i.e., 2 (the Planar Surface), 5 (the part of the 
Rotary Surface without two circles created by the Intersection), and 8 (the part of the Planar 
Surface inside of the Rotary Surface)) (while holding down the Ctrl Key) and then click on 

the Solid – Boundary Surfaces command ( ) on the Tools Sidebar. 
 

 
 
The New Solid dialog will appear, showing that a new Solid (1) was created using the three 
selected Boundary Surfaces (3, 5, and 8). You can also see that you can assign different 
materials to created surfaces. Click OK to close the dialog. 
 

18. How can you assign materials to different solids (or parts of a solid)? First, define multiple 
materials. Select the command “Edit->Flow and Transport Parameters->Water Flow 
Parameters->Soil Hydraulic Parameters”. 
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In the Water Flow Parameters dialog define multiple materials (e.g., 2). You can enter their 
parameters, or select parameters for various textural classes from the Soil Catalog (e.g., 
Sand). 
 

19. From the Navigator Bar, select the three surfaces defining the internal pipe (i.e., 4, 6 (two 
circles created by the Intersection), and 8 (the part of the Planar Surface inside of the Rotary 
Surface)), and then click on the Solid – Boundary Surfaces command 

( ) on the Tools Sidebar. 
 

 
 
The New Solid dialog will again appear, showing that a new Solid (2) was created using the 
three selected Boundary Surfaces (4, 6, and 8). From the “Material No.:” listbox select 
Material 2 and type “Pipe” into the Comment line. Click OK to close the dialog. Since the 
Mat. Color checkbox was checked, Solids consisting of different materials will be identified 
by different colors. 
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20. Switch to the FE-Mesh View (using either the tab below the View Window or the toolbar 

command View/Edit FE-Mesh ( ). Then click on the Generate FE-Mesh command 

( ). When the FE Mesh is successfully generated, the FE-Mesh 
Information dialog appears with the basic FE-Mesh statistics. 
 

  
 

21. Select the Solid Model command ( ) from the Rendering Mode ( ) menu at 
the toolbar. 

 
22. Click on the Sections Tab of the Navigator Bar to display created Sections. Notice that 

HYDRUS created multiple FE-Mesh Sections (representing the entire FE-Mesh, all 
Boundary Surfaces, particular Solids (Pipe and the rest of the domain), and particular 
Surfaces). These Sections will greatly facilitate definitions of initial and boundary conditions, 
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material distributions, and other spatially variable properties. 
 

 
 

23. If these additional Sections are not there and you see only Sections for the Solids 

 
switch to the FE-Mesh View (using either the tab below the View Window or the Toolbar 

command View/Edit FE-Mesh ( ). On the Tools sidebar click on the Generate Section 

command ( ), check both checkboxes and click Generate. 

 
You should then see Sections for both Solids and Boundary Surfaces. 

24. Displayed below is the Solid No. 1: 
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25. Select the Transparent Model command ( ) from the Rendering Mode 

( ) menu at the toolbar. Switch to the Domain Properties View (using either the tab 

below the View Window or the toolbar command View/Edit Domain Properties ( ). 
Notice that Material Distribution was transferred from Geometry to FE Mesh. 
 

 


